Evolution at Hand
The gastroscopy of tomorrow
Slim size gastroscope with standard size working channel

Your partner for more demanding tasks

Proven routine gastrosopes from KARL STORZ have a new addition to the family. An elegant gastroscope, which we have designated in our portfolio as Medium.

This gastroscope offers the same size working channel as the routine version, but housed in a much slimmer working shaft.

Ready for different challenges and gastroenterologists who like to explore the capabilities of KARL STORZ video endoscopes and challenge the “routine”.

It is recommended to check the suitability of the product for the intended procedure prior to use.
- Brilliant image
- Programmable buttons with 6 dedicated functionalities
- Integrated, state of the art usage tracking module
- Unique, lightweight metal, robust, highly ergonomic control handle
- Guaranteed backward and forward compatibility
- IMAGE1 S™ FULL HD System and S-Technologies image enhancement as standard
- LED light illumination available

- Excellent bending characteristics
- Maximizing the ease-of-use
...evolution continues

THE DIAMOND STANDARD
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